How to Add Content in Terminal Four

Introduction:

How you manipulate content will depend on the content type. This guide demonstrates how to work with content using the **SOM A – HTML Content** content type. This content type is the most commonly used. Think of it as a blank canvas, much like a MS Word document.

Related Guides:

- Updating an Existing Section (locating and editing content)
- Working with Hyperlinks (link that take you to other web pages)
- Working with Graphics (photos, artwork, etc.)

Step-by-Step Instructions:

The instructions below begin after you’ve logged into T4, located the section and piece of content you wish to edit and clicked, “Modify.” There are separate guides on those topics (see Table of Contents).

Content can be **typed or pasted** into the main content field.

1. To paste content, click one of the two buttons in the toolbar shown in Fig. A.

   **Fig. A.**

   ![Icon with T: Paste as Text](image)
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   **Icon with T:** Paste as Text – Use this for anything copied from a source that isn’t MS Word.
   **Icon with W:** Paste from Word – Use this if you copied from an MS Word document.

2. After clicking the icon, a new smaller window will open (Fig. B). If it doesn’t, check to make sure you don’t have a pop-up block running.
3. After pasting the content, you may need to remove extra spacing between paragraphs. When done, click Insert.

4. The smaller “Paste from Word” window will close. Now, you can use the toolbar to format the text. Fig. C shows how fields are matched to web content.

Fig. C
5. At any time, click the Preview button to see how the content will look on the web page in a browser. When previewed, the formatting will be applied. For example, text colors will change for the heading and links.

**TIP:** Copy the Preview URL and send it to other T4 users to review your work.

6. When you are done editing, mouse over the Update button and select one of the following:

**Update & Approve:** This saves the changes in T4 AND puts the content type in the queue to go live when the next publishing cycle runs (hourly). **You will use this 95% of the time.**

**Saves As Draft:** This saves the changes in T4 only. Your changes will NOT go live until they are approved. If you Preview the content type saved this way, you can send the Preview URL to others on your team to review your work.

**Publish Now:** This saves the changes in T4 AND sends the changes live immediately. Please note, there is still a 5 minute or so lag time before you see the changes live. **Please only use Publish Now for emergencies.** It slows down the entire system.